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WHY SPEECH?







SPEECH CONTAINS A WEALTH OF INTERACTIONAL 
COMPLEXITIES THAT BUILD AND MAINTAIN THE WAY 

PEOPLE SEE EACH OTHER IN TERMS OF POWER, 
IDENTITY, AND PERSONALITY

(Goffman, 1967, 2002; Cameron, 2001; Coulthard, 2013)





POLITENESS AND FACE

▸ Linked to Erving Goffman’s concept of 
‘face’ (Goffman, 1952; 1967) 

▸ Social self-image dependent on societal 
norms and rules 

▸Usually best interest to save face





POLITENESS IN MACHINES
▸ May improve learning outcomes in the classroom 

(Wang et al., 2008) 

▸ Improved perceptions of being controlling, 
considerate, likeable in robot instructors… but was 
not direct interaction (Torrey et al., 2013) 

▸ Similar perception improvements in other robots, but 
only in 3rd person interactions (more distant) (Strait et 
al., 2014) 

▸ No understand of why these effects (or lack thereof) 
occur 



How would people respond to interacting with a 
polite speech interface? 

Would people respond differently with very robotic 
voices compared to more humanlike voices? 

Why do these responses occur? 



EXPERIMENT ONE: POLITENESS VS. NO POLITENESS

▸ Interactions with synthesised speech (Cepstral Lawrence) 

▸ Lego building task w/ 47 instructions 

▸ Politeness versus no politeness conditions 

▸ Native English speakers (N=30) 

▸ Likert scale questionnaire & interview after task 

Clark, L. M. H., Bachour, K., Ofemile, A., Adolphs, S., & Rodden, T. (2014, October). Potential 
of imprecision: exploring vague language in agent instructors. In Proceedings of the second 
international conference on Human-agent interaction (pp. 339-344). ACM.



EXPERIMENT ONE: POLITENESS VS. NO POLITENESS

No politeness 

Connect…                  Give each piece a twist… 
Attach…                      …so it’s in line with the feet 
Locate…                      …so the end is closest to the top of the body

Politeness 

Just connect….          Just give each piece a little bit of a twist…  
Basically, attach….     …so it’s more or less in line with the feet 
Now just locate….      …the end should be closest to the top of the body







EXPERIMENT ONE: RESULTS
No-politeness significantly more direct & authoritative 

63% preferred no-politeness interactions 
29% no preference 
8% polite interactions

No-politeness was often “typical”, “expected”, “simply fine” 

Politeness was often “convoluted”, “insincere”, “fake”



EXPERIMENT ONE: RESULTS
Examples responses to politeness: 

“If I heard the word “just” one more time I was going to kill myself” 

“If I had that in my sat nav I’d crash my car” 

“What the shit was that!?” 

“Fine when it matched up with the instruction - it was just a little 
twist”



EXPERIMENT ONE: CONCLUSION

Sustained politeness with a quite robotic voice… 
not such a great idea 

Is it the voice or it being a computer? 

How about a human voice? 



EXPERIMENT TWO: HUMAN VS. SYNTHESISED SPEECH

▸ All interactions included politeness 

▸ 3 voices: two synthesised (CereProc Giles & Cepstral 
Lawrence) and one human voice actor 

▸ Native English speakers (N=48) 

▸ 2 interactions with 2 of 3 voices (counterbalanced) 

▸ Likert scale questionnaire & interview after task 

Clark, L., Ofemile, A., Adolphs, S., & Rodden, T. (2016). A multimodal approach to assessing 
user experiences with agent helpers. ACM Transactions on Interactive Intelligent Systems 
(TiiS), 6(4), 29.





EXPERIMENT TWO: RESULTS

Human voice significantly more likeable, less 
annoying, more humanlike than both voices 

Human voice significantly more coherent vs. CereProc 
Giles)and enabled task completion more vs. Cepstral 
Lawrence 



EXPERIMENT TWO: RESULTS
Synthesised voices: 

75% negative 
17% neutral 
8% positive 

“Attempting to be more natural than it was” 

“It made me a little bit uneasy because it was trying to be 
human but it wasn’t human” 

“Don’t like the computer trying to be my mate” 



EXPERIMENT TWO: RESULTS
Human voice: 

53% neutral  
27% positive  
20% negative 

“Approachable”, “natural”, “friendly” 

“If you can’t attempt emotion successfully, you probably shouldn’t 
attempt it at all” 

“Just a machine” 

“Can’t be friends with a robot” 



OVERALL RESULTS
Some social boundaries with computer speech? 

- possible clash of identities  

- politeness somewhat going against people’s expectations 
of speech 

- politeness is used for managing face - does this translate to 
HCI? 

- human voice may help blur these boundaries - a mix of 
expectations as to what constitutes appropriate speech 



OVERALL RESULTS
Considerations for politeness in HCI: 

 - 3rd party designer involved in interaction to varying 
degrees 

- some devices can be personalised 

- ownership of device (phone vs. checkout) 

- volition of interaction - how to interrupt?



IMPLICATIONS

‣ Designers may have to consider impact of voice 
alongside language in computer speech 

‣ Possible “encroaching” or “merging” upon realms 
of human identity depending on combination of 
these variables - possible verbal uncanny valley? 

‣ Politeness and other linguistic theories may have 
to be reconsidered in HCI



FUTURE RESEARCH

‣ Testing of further advanced synthesised voices & 
wider variety of human voices 

‣ Identifying role of context and familiarity over 
time 

‣ Use of politeness in users when exposed to it in 
interfaces 

‣ Exploring concept of appropriate computer 
speech, linguistic identities



IN SUMMARY…

KEY POINTS

▸ Politeness strategies perceived better with a human voice 
vs. synthesised voice 

▸ Possible social boundaries / degrees of appropriateness 
for language & voice combinations 

▸ Politeness may be different in HCI vs. human speech 

▸ If a voice sounds machinelike, its language should 
probably sound machinelike too
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